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NO Item Picture Description Price 

1 

PB-380 

semi-auto 

glue binding 

machine  

 

 

The max length of binding book:320mm(A4)    

The max thickness of binding book:40mm 

Binding speed:200 books/h 

Slippage type:beeline 

Glue melt time:about 25minutes 

Electric:220v 50hz 650w 

Machine size:56CMx56CMx26CM 

GW.:60kg 

 

 

2 

50A Glue 

binding 

machine  

(one roller) 

 

The max length of binding book:380mm(A4)    

The max thickness of binding book:50mm 

Binding speed:200 books/h 

Slippage type:beeline 

Glue melt time:about 25minutes 

Electric:220v 50hz 1300w 

Packing size of the machine:1355*600*1085mm 

GW.:172kg 

 



3 

50A+ Glue 

binding 

machine  

(three 

roller) 

 

The max length of binding book:380mm(A4)    

The max thickness of binding book:50mm 

Binding speed:200 books/h 

Slippage type:beeline 

Glue melt time:about 25minutes 

Electric:220v 50hz 1300w 

Packing size of the machine:1355*600*1085mm 

GW.:172kg 

 

6 

50B Glue 

binding 

machine  

(one roller) 

 

The max length of binding book:420mm(A3)    

The max thickness of binding book:50mm 

Binding speed:200 books/h 

Slippage type:beeline 

Glue melt time:about 25minutes 

Electric:220v 50hz 1300w 

Packing size of the machine:1425*610*1375mm 

GW.:143kg 

 

7 

50B+ Glue 

binding 

machine  

(three 

roller) 

 

The max length of binding book:420mm(A3)    

The max thickness of binding book:50mm 

Binding speed:200 books/h 

Slippage type:beeline 

Glue melt time:about 25minutes 

Electric:220v 50hz 1300w 

Packing size of the machine:1425*610*1375mm 

GW.:166kg 

 

8 

60S-A4 

GLUE 

BINDER 

 

The max length of binding book:320mm(A4)    

The max thickness of binding book:60mm 

Binding speed:200-300books/h 

Slippage type:beeline 

Glue melt time:about 25minutes 

Electric:220v 50hz 1800w 

size of the machine:1150*530*980mm 

Machine weight:150KGS 

 



9 

60S2-A4 

GLUE 

BINDER 

 

The max length of binding book:320mm(A4)    

The max thickness of binding book:60mm 

Binding speed:200-300books/h 

Slippage type:beeline 

Glue melt time:about 25minutes 

Electric:220v 50hz 1800w 

size of the machine:1150*530*980mm 

Machine weight:150KGS 

 

10 
60S-A3 

GLUE 

BINDER 

 

The max length of binding book:430mm(A3)    

The max thickness of binding book:60mm 

Binding speed:200-300books/h 

Slippage type:beeline 

Glue melt time:about 25minutes 

Electric:220v 50hz 1800w 

size of the machine:1350*530*980mm 

Machine weight:180KGS 

 

11 

60S2-A3 

GLUE 

BINDER  

The max length of binding book:430mm(A3)    

The max thickness of binding book:60mm 

Binding speed:200-300books/h 

Slippage type:beeline 

Glue melt time:about 25minutes 

Electric:220v 50hz 1800w 

size of the machine:1350*530*980mm 

Machine weight:180KGS 

 

12 

50R Glue 

binding 

machine  

(Side glue 

roller) 

 

 

 

The max length of binding book:380mm(A4)    

The max thickness of binding book:50mm 

Binding speed:200 books/h 

Slippage type:beeline 

Glue melt time:about 25minutes 

Electric:220v 50hz 1300w 

Packing size of the machine:1345*600*1375mm 

GW.:171kg 

Have the function of side glue 

 



13 
60M-A4 

GLUE 

BINDER  

The max length of binding book:320MM(A4)    

The max thickness of binding book:60mm 

Binding speed:200-300 books/h 

Slippage type:beeline 

Glue melt time:about 25minutes 

Electric:220v 50hz 2200w 

Packing size of the machine:1250*530*980mm 

Machine weight:160KGS 

Have side glue function 

 

14 

60M2-A4 

GLUE 

BINDER 
 

The max length of binding book:320MM(A4)    

The max thickness of binding book:60mm 

Binding speed:200-300 books/h 

Slippage type:beeline 

Glue melt time:about 25minutes 

Electric:220v 50hz 2200w 

Packing size of the machine:1250*530*980mm 

Machine weight:160KGS 

Have side glue function 

 

16 
60M-A3 

GLUE 

BINDER 

 

The max length of binding book:430MM(A3)    

The max thickness of binding book:60mm 

Binding speed:200-300 books/h 

Slippage type:beeline 

Glue melt time:about 25minutes 

Electric:220v 50hz 2200w 

Packing size of the machine:1500*530*980mm 

Machine weight:200KGS 

Have side glue function 

 

17 

60M2-A3 

GLUE 

BINDER 
 

The max length of binding book:430MM(A3)    

The max thickness of binding book:60mm 

Binding speed:200-300 books/h 

Slippage type:beeline 

Glue melt time:about 25minutes 

Electric:220v 50hz 2200w 

Packing size of the machine:1500*530*980mm 

Machine weight:200KGS 

Have side glue function 

 



19 

WH-G60 

frequency 

conversion 

glue 

binding 

machine 
 

The max length of binding book:320mm(A4)    

The max thickness of binding book1pages-60mm 

Binding speed:300 books/hour 

Slippage type:beeline 

Book cover thickness:40-400g 

Glue melt time:about 40 minutes 

Milling: 24 teeth sunknfie + milling knife 

Auto checking book thickness:yes 

Electric:220v 50hz 1600w 

size of the machine:1360*590*600mm 

Machine weight:230kg 

 

 

WH-G65fr

equency 

conversion 

glue 

binding 

machine 
 

The max length of binding book:420mm(A3)    

The max thickness of binding book1pages-60mm 

Binding speed:300 books/hour 

Slippage type:beeline 

Book cover thickness:40-400g 

Glue melt time:about 40 minutes 

Milling: 24 teeth sunknfie + milling knife 

Auto checking book thickness:yes 

Electric:220v 50hz 1800w 

size of the machine:1550*590*760mm 

Machine weight:250kg 

 

 

WH-G80 

frequency 

conversion 

glue 

binding 

machine  

The max length of binding book:430mm(A3)    

The max thickness of binding book:2pages-60mm 

Binding speed:350 books/hour 

Slippage type:beeline 

Glue melt time:about 40 minutes 

Milling: 24 teeth sunknfie + milling knife 

Auto checking book thickness:yes 

Electric:220v 50hz 2100w 

size of the machine:1620*640*1020mm 

Machine weight:347kg 

 

 

G260 

Automatic 

glue 

binding 

machine 

6 

 

 

Auto feeding cover6 

The max length of binding book:380mm(A4)    

The max thickness of binding book:2pages-60mm 

Binding speed:400 books/hour 

Slippage type:beeline 

Glue melt time:about 40 minutes 

Milling: 24 teeth sunknfie + milling knife 

Three glue roller +side glue roller 

Electric:220v 50hz 2100w 

Machine weight:380kg 

 



 

 

G270 

Automatic 

glue 

binding 

machine 

6 

 

 

Auto feeding cover and auto 

book collection 

The max length of binding book:380mm(A4)    

The max thickness of binding book:2pages-60mm 

Binding speed:450 books/hour 

Slippage type:beeline 

Glue melt time:about 40 minutes 

Milling: 24 teeth sunknfie + milling knife 

Three glue roller +side glue roller 

Electric:220v 50hz 2100w 

Machine weight:380kg 

 


